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In multiagent systems, achieving coordination
among autonomous agents is a major problem. Gen-
erally, a high-level protocol needs to be designed to
achieve effective coordination. In the field of dis-
tributed artificial intelligence, protocols for achieving
coordination have been proposed, such as the contract
net protocol for task allocation (Smith 1980), and the
multistage negotiation protocol for resource allocation
under global constraints (Conry et al. 1991). These
protocols have been further customized to suit various
application domains. In addition, as software agents
proliferate, demand for customized protocols will in-
crease.

In order to facilitate the development of multiagent
coordination protocols, we designed a new language
called AgenTalk. AgenTalk is not meant to be a for-
real specification language; rather it is meant to be a
programming language capable of implementing pro-
tocols and agents behaving according to the protocols.
Its design policies are as follows.

Explicit state representation of a protocol: An
extended finite state machine which allows variables is
used as a basis to describe coordination protocols. We
call the representation of this state machine a script.
Using this model, states of a protocol are explicitly
defined, and actions of an agent can easily be defined
for each state.
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Figure 1: Architecture of an AgenTalk-based Agent

Incremental protocol definition: By introducing
an inheritance mechanism in the definition of a script,
protocols can be defined incrementally by extending
existing scripts. For example, once a script of the con-
tract net protocol is defined, the multistage negotia-
tion protocol, which can be viewed as a generalization
of the contract net protocol, can be defined inheriting
most of the contract net protocol.
Easy protocol customization: A programming in-
terface is defined which specifies the portion of a state
transition rule that possibly needs to be customized
for each application. By using this interface, only the
application specific portion is required to be defined.
Conflict resolution between coordination pro-
cesses: A single agent may be involved simultane-
ously in multiple coordination processes (e.g., different
task allocation processes), between which some interac-
tions exist (e.g., the agent’s resources are shared). 
allowing multiple scripts to be executed in an agent,
and supporting communication between these scripts,
a conflict resolution mechanism between coordination
processes can be described.

The preliminary version of AgenTalk is implemented
on top of Allegro Common Lisp, and is running on Sun
and SGI workstations, where agents communicate over
TCP/IP (Figure I). AgenTalk is used in implementing
the agent network called 8ocia, whose goal is to realize
a tdeorganization (Ishida 1994). On Socia, a desktop
teleconferencing support system was developed. The
AgenTMk software is available from the authors.
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